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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Report content
This document reports on the DEIP Access and Pricing Workshop 3, which was held in Sydney on 11 March
2020. It:


Provides an overview of the background and context to workshop 3;



Outlines Workshop 3 purpose, objectives and agenda;



Reports on the outcomes of the workshop, including a summary of key feedback;



Concludes with reported next steps.

1.2 Background: Collaboration to reform DER access and pricing
The Australian Council of Social Service (ACOSS), The Australian Energy Market Commission (AEMC), The
Australian Energy Regulator (AER), the Australian Renewable Energy Agency (ARENA), Energy Consumers
Australia (ECA), Energy Networks Australia (ENA), The Total Environment Centre (TEC) and The Public Interest
Advocacy Centre (PIAC - who joined the Working Group in February 2020) are working under the Distributed
Energy Integration Program (DEIP) on a distributed energy resources (DER) Access and Pricing (A&P) Package.
The A&P Working Group had identified that current pricing and access arrangements do not support
investment and operation of distributed energy services for equitable and efficient outcomes for all energy
users. The A&P working group also identified that any solutions to the problem had to be consumer focused.
The goal of the A&P Working Group is to develop an A&P Package that seeks to identify energy user centred
options for reform to network access and pricing arrangements to support investment and operation of
distributed energy services that provide more equitable, sustainable and efficient outcomes for all energy
users.
The key activities of the A&P Package include:






Three workshops (see Table 1 for information about the first two workshops).
New Energy Compact - an initiative of ACOSS and TEC, supported by ECA, to create a people centred vision
for the Australian energy system.
Access and pricing options study - engagement of a consultant, Cambridge Economic Policy Associates
(CEPA), to inform the identification of alternate access and pricing models and potential changes to the
regulatory framework.
Value of DER study (formerly value of customer export (VCE) study) – development of a methodology
by ARENA and the AER to create a framework for distributors to determine the value of an increase in
DER hosting capacity. This study is also intended to be an input into the development of the AER’s DER
integration expenditure guideline.

Table 1. Summary of purpose, objectives and outcomes of A&P workshops 1 and 2
Workshop
#1
September
2019

Workshop
#2
November
2019

Purpose
To initiate the
development of a new
energy user centred vision
and principles to guide
energy reform processes
in a higher DER energy
system
To identify energy usercentred options for reform
to DER access and pricing
that will better integrate
DER into the energy

Objectives
 Explore needs of energy users in high DER
world.
 Draft user centred design principles to guide
policy and regulatory reform.
 Commit to new paradigm of energy user
centric thinking.

Outcomes
 Workshop 1 Outcomes report
 A New Energy Compact

 Agree problem statement, objectives and
principles to guide options.

 Workshop 2 Outcomes report
 A 25 person Reference Group
across a range of
stakeholders was established
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system to optimise
outcomes for energy users

 Discuss range of access and pricing options
for consultant and reference group to
progress.
 Initiate a reference group for further
development of the access and pricing
options.

to provide ongoing advice to
the Working Group.
 CEPA Draft access and Pricing
Options Paper, was based on
outputs from workshop 2 to
input into Workshop 3.

The key outputs of the A&P Package include:
 Consideration of changes required to the regulatory framework, further reforms that could be
pursued under the existing regulatory framework and other measures to support better energy user
outcomes
 Provide basis to support potential rule change request/s
 Identification of demonstrations to support ongoing capacity building and knowledge sharing
Figure 1, outlines the current and future package of work and activities the DEIP A&P Working Group are
undertaking.
Figure 1 DEIP Access and Pricing Package of activities

2. WORKSHOP 3 OVERVIEW
2.1 Workshop purpose, objectives, and agenda
Workshop 3 was held in Sydney on the 11 March 2020, at Centenary Homestead, Sydney and facilitated by
Trina Skidmore from Innerchoices. There were 68 participants (approximately 15 participants were unable to
make it on the day, primarily due to COVID-19 related restrictions), representing consumer groups, energy
networks, energy retailers, distributed energy product providers, energy market bodies, federal and state
governments, energy researchers and energy consultants (see appendix A for list of participants).
The purpose of workshop 3 was:


To provide feedback and input into the proposed ‘future state’ options and consider next steps for
reform
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The key objectives of the day were to:




Agreement on the problem definition & evaluation criteria
Evaluate & agree the preferred design elements of potential access and pricing reforms identified by
consultants CEPA
Identify what needs to be considered to successfully implement access and pricing reforms

The workshop agenda was:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Introductions
Review and agree on outcomes from workshop 2
CEPA Access and Pricing Options Presentation
Group work to evaluate the design elements of CEPA access and pricing options.
Report back on key takeaways
Future Reform Package Implementation considerations
Next steps

For sessions 2 to 5, participants were assigned to tables of 8-9 people to do group work. Each table had at
least one person representing consumer, network, retailer, energy bodies, government, new technology, and
research. Each table had a designated lead to help guide and facilitate conversation.
For session 6 - Future Reform Package Implementation considerations, participants self-nominated to
participate in one of four sessions





Topic 1 Changes under existing rules
Topic 2 Reforms requiring rule change - NER access and Pricing
Topic 3 Reforms requiring rule change - supporting reforms
Topic 4 Reforms to reward benefits

In addition to the structured group work, participants were asked individually to assess the CEPA access and
pricing options against an evaluation criteria (see appendix B) provided on an A4 sheet of paper and to hand
the assessment in at the registration desk at the end of the workshop.

2.2 Summary of outputs
There was broad agreement around the problem definition, objectives, principles and evaluation criteria (see
appendix C) that the Working Group had developed from the outputs of workshops 1 and 2. Workshop 3
participants emphasised that the solutions need to be user friendly and meet customer needs, that retailers
need to be part of the solution and to consider whether to broaden the scope beyond just network reform.
In addition to evaluating against our evaluation criteria, there were suggestions that we should also consider:




How the options work across different customer types
Interplay with tariff reform
Whether networks have access to information to support reform

With respect to the CEPA options outlined in their draft Reform Options report (see summary of CEPA options
in appendix D), no one option was considered perfect, however the workshop participants used the options to
consider plausible design elements and a transition pathway.
CEPA Option 1 – Universal Firm Access: had limited support as it was seen as too inefficient. There were
potential positives like the use of a standard, and the ease of communication and certainty it could provide
customers. However, there was significant negative feedback, in particular there was overwhelming concern
that option 1 was inefficient and could lead to overbuild. There was also concern that that standard could
become outdated with new technology, could be too focused on exporting and not on self-generation, and
that it would favour solar customers over non-solar customers. Against the evaluation criteria it scored the
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highest for supporting consumer access and choice and supporting the rapid decarbonisation of the energy
systems, but scored the worst against the other five criteria.
CEPA Option 2 – Optional Firm Access: was seen as too complicated and could lead to inequitable outcomes.
On the positives it was seen as more flexible than option 1, cost reflective as users pay for greater access and
more responsive to new technology and services. However, there were concerns that it was more complex for
customers, requiring more upfront investment by customers that could disincentivise uptake, favours first
come first served and those who can afford deeper connection, and would make it harder for networks to
plan.
CEPA Option 3a - Open Access with Enhanced Incentives: was viewed as a no regrets option that should be
implemented as part of a transitional step. The option was perceived as having clear and simple obligations
and incentives for networks, and a lower cost risk based approach to planning. However, questions remained
about the design of incentives and concerns that it doesn’t go far enough to address the problems we are
aiming to solve for. Most were supportive of export charging proposed in CEPA Option 3b, as it provides a
price signal to encourage efficient investment and was seen as more equitable with respect to network cost
allocation between DER owners and non DER owners, and between DER owners. Like 3a, it scored reasonably
well against the evaluation criteria, slightly better on fairness and equity, flexibility to network planning, and
efficiency, although scored slightly lower on implementation compared with 3a on its own. Feedback
suggested further consideration is needed to how it is applied (locational v universal and old and new DER
owners) and whether its introduction should be coupled with rules to reward network (and broader systems)
benefits of exporting. There was also concern of potential inconsistency between transmission and
distribution networks.
Option 4 – Full Two Way Pricing: was perceived as having the most potential as it better reflects the nature of
how the network is used, considers how to reward DER benefits, is cost reflective and therefore more efficient
and can provide flexibility and innovation in DER products and services. However, there were concerns price
complexity could be passed on to consumers and the model proposed by CEPA was considered too complex
and challenging to implement.
Option 5 – Aggregate Retail Pricing: In the qualitative feedback there seemed to be little support for option 5
although it performed reasonably well against the evaluation criteria. The focus on the retailer was seen as a
big positive that could lead to greater simplicity for the customer and make transition to cost reflective pricing
easier. However, there were some major concerns including loss of transparency and visibility for customers,
complexity for smaller retailers and impact on competition, and potential problems with respect to trust in
retailers. It was seen as too complex to implement.
The last session of the day looked at what considerations the Working Group should have regard to in
implementing accesses and pricing reforms.
One group looked at whether DER services should be rewarded for the benefits the service provides to
networks. The feedback from the group was that reforms should include mechanisms to recognise and reward
material benefits that DER services provide to networks (and potentially more broadly). This was seen as
important because it’s:






Fair
Helps sell reform package to DER owners
Helps overcome potential political opposition
Helps decarbonise faster though incentivising DER uptake
Help manage network issues when needed

However, there is a need to:



Be clear on what the services DER provides to networks and the broader energy system are
Ensure that costs and benefits are “material or “additional” costs and benefits
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Another group looked at actions that can and should be taken under current rules. Key suggestions included:












Tariff reform
Greater use of rules for ‘conduct control’ rather than prescription
Methodology for value of customer exports as market benefit
Consider electric vehicle (EV) specific tariffs to drive industry focus/development
Trials studies – evidence of impacts
Build alliances to support pricing reforms
Better engagement is needed between retailers, networks and consumers
Need for better consumer education plus complementary/transition measures such as energy
concession reforms to support tariff reform
Better engagement with networks through tariff structure statements (TSS)
Smart meter roll-out could be accelerated
Improvements to regulatory investment tests for distribution (RIT-D) and related measures through
AER guidance demand management incentive scheme (DMIS)/ demand management incentive
allowance (DMIA)

3. WORKSHOP SESSION 1: AGREE ON PROBLEM DEFINITION
AND EVALUATION CRITERIA
In the lead up to the workshop, workshop participants were sent a one-page document that outlines the
vision, problem statement, a more detailed problem definition, principles, objectives, and an evaluation
criteria (Appendix C), that the Working Group put together based on what was discussed at the November
workshop. In the email, participants were asked to consider whether there were any “material” changes
needed to the document, noting that we were not planning to wordsmith it at the workshop, but seek
high-level feedback for the working group to take into account as it progresses the reform work.
At the workshop, participants were given a short period to discuss at their tables and then each table was
given an opportunity to provide feedback. The feedback included:













There is a customer engagement / trust issue that needs to feed into this access and pricing.
Is there a missing evaluation criteria around user friendliness?
Principles are general and need to be specific.
The opportunities need to be considered in terms of the whole value chain and not just network
perspectives. It should be comprehensive enough for reasonable customers to grasp the concept.
Perhaps we can meet the complex network needs and provide simple options to consumers.
The retailer/aggregator should be the risk manager - they package the tariffs into options to meet a
few customer profiles - it's the retailer’s job to manage the risks.
Fairness and equity: How do we define it? These are loose terms and mean different things to
different people.
We need to be practical in terms of delivering something customers can engage with, understand and
work with. If we set up rules that customers don’t understand it could be an issue.
Need to be careful of loose terms and definitions, things that are not well defined can become a
challenge.
We have principles and design criteria. How do these flow through to the rule change that is bound
within the NEO?
We also need to consider the retailer/aggregator element of this and broaden the reform package
scope beyond network reforms.
We need to question whether the customer has a right to generate and/or export.
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4. WORKSHOP SESSION 2: EVALUATE CEPA ACCESS AND
PRICING OPTIONS
4.1 Group evaluation of CEPA access and pricing options in the workshop
CEPA Director, Jonathan Mirrlees-Black, presented an overview of their report Distributed Energy Resources
Integration Program – Access and pricing Reform options. A summary of CEPA’s presentation can be found on
the DEIP website https://arena.gov.au/knowledge-innovation/distributed-energy-integration-program/
Jonathan then presented each option in turn and tables were given 20 minutes to work through the option at
their table. The session continued to alternate between presentation of an option and group work, until all 5
options were discussed. Each table was given a summary of the options (see appendix D) and a “placemat’ to
guide and record feedback. Participants were asked to identify:




What they liked about the model
What they didn’t like about the model
What was missing from the model/what additional design considerations

The placemats were collected and the feedback transcribed in Appendix E.
Participants were then given 15 minutes at their table, to consider the key takeaways from the CEPA Options,
and report back to the larger group. A summary of the feedback can be found in table 2.
Table 2. Analysis of CEPA Access and Pricing Options: Feedback from tables on key takeaways

Table
Table A

Table B

Table C

Comments
 What they liked:
o Dynamic - a system that can respond
o Systems that dynamically matches demand-supply
o Strong price signals to customers
o Minimum access, plus options
o No concentration of responsibility in one stakeholder
 What they didn't like:
o Gold-plating
o Universal
o Design complexities - keep it high level now but devil is in the details - some options were
too complex or went too far
 What is missing:
o The role of the retailer could be more developed (in some options) - keep it whole of
system, not gentailers/networks
o DER is broad - we need to be focused on more than just solar exports (e.g. EV
import/export)
 What they liked:
o Liked model 3
o All models improved access
o Liked access rights, including through well designed incentives
o Implement ability of options is essential
 What they didn't like:
o Models missed recognising benefits of DER
o Need clarity for customers - it is important the options would be able to be understood by
consumers
o Some models were too rigid but needed to be more flexible
 General thoughts:
o Option 3 is no regrets, option 2 is too complex
o Final solution might be picking and choosing elements of different option
 What they liked:
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o





Table D






Table E







Table F





Table G






Table H





Liked option 4, it is the eventual future state
What they didn't like:
o We don’t want to build the network to some standards, putting vast investment into
something that might not be around for a long
o Design complexity, the devil is in the details
General thoughts:
o Need to think whole of systems
What they liked:
o Strong price signal to consumers was important
o Important not to give too much discretion to one party
o We liked incentives for DNSPs to maximise capacity
What they didn't like:
o First come, first served for capacity is a problem
General thoughts:
o Export is not an essential service - this is a key driver for what option we chose
o Complexity should be targeted at retailers/aggregators not customers
What they liked:
o 3a and 3b are no regret options - incremental but doesn't resolve current state problems
o Liked increase in access rights across the board
o Communicability and saleability is quite important for all options
o There is a need to lead consumers on the journey
What they didn't like:
o Option 5 may lead to retailer competition issues
o Need more clarity for customers
o Communicability is critical - avoid complexity (may need more trade-offs)
What is missing:
o A minimum standard, could drive gold plating, need to consider how that could be
avoided - basic universal/minimum standard might not be necessary equitable
What they didn't like:
o We need the signal and prices that customers see from retailers and (not just from
distribution costs)
What is missing:
o Need to consider services provided by DER
o Recognise the diversity across different customers & how different models work for them
What they didn't like:
o A lot of models didn’t balance DER services/benefits against the cost
o The models 4 and 5, needs to further explore towards interaction for allowing more DER
What is missing:
o Solution need to account for time and location
o Option need to consider demand side i.e. demand response
General thoughts:
o Solution might need customer testing, how they might respond to the options
o Network don’t have a high degree of information - there are implications in some
solutions and networks having accurate information
What is missing:
o We need more consumer voice in the solutions - inject consumer experience and
understand consumer objectives
General thoughts:
o We need to consider the transitional pathway, certain options might be better at certain
part
o Some options work together
o No one of the options is optimal, good learnings from each of them - some could be paired
together
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4.2 Individual evaluation of the CEPA access and pricing options: evaluation
form
Participants were also asked to assess the CEPA access and pricing options against evaluation criteria (on a
scale of 1 to 4, where 1 is strongly disagree and 4 is strongly agree) provided on a A4 sheet of paper (see
appendix B) and to hand the assessment in at the registration desk at the end of the workshop.
Twenty-three evaluation forms were handed in and analysed. The results are shown in table 3 and are useful
in building on the qualitative feedback provided through the workshop.
Option 1 - Universal Firm Access - scored the highest for supporting consumer access and choice and
supporting the rapid decarbonisation of the energy systems (albeit still a low score), it scored the worst
against the other five criteria.
Option 2 – Optional Firm Access – performed poorly against implementable and ability to drive
decarbonisation and scored low on the other criteria.
Option 3a - Open Access with Enhanced Incentives – scored the best for being implementable and performed
relatively well on providing flexibility for network planning, supporting decarbonisation of the energy system
and improve access to DER services. Options 3b (which was 3a + DUOS charge) also scored reasonably well
including on fairness and equity, flexibility to network planning, and efficiency, although scored slightly lower
on implementable compared to 3a on its own.
Interestingly, Option 4 - Full Two Way Pricing - and Option 5 - Aggregate Retail Pricing – scored well on most
of the criteria with the exception of implementable. The score reflects some of the qualitative feedback that
these opinions, in particular full two-way pricing were seen as desirable but the proposed CEPA models were
two complex.
It should also be noted that a standard deviation analysis found greater variability in the scores for options 4
and 5, suggesting there was some degree of disagreement amongst respondents.
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Table 3. Analysis of Individual evaluation of CEPA access and pricing options
Average (1 is strongly disagree and 4 is strongly agree)
Option 1
Option 2 Option 3a Option 3b Option 4 Option 5

Evaluation Criteria
Support
consumer access
& choice

3.2

2.5

2.6

2.6

2.6

2.5

1b. Will it support consumer choice with regards to consumption & export decisions

2.7

2.6

2.2

2.5

2.9

2.9

2a. Will it allocate risks and associated costs more equitably?

1.9

2.3

2.3

2.5

2.8

2.6

Fair and equitable

2b. Will risk be borne by those best placed to manage it?
2c. Will export capacity be allocated on a more fair/ equitable basis for consumers?

2.0
2.4

2.2
2.1

2.5
2.3

2.5
2.5

2.4
2.4

2.8
2.5

Reflects benefits
as well as costs

3. Will it recognise the benefits to networks as well as the costs of the two-way flow of
distributed energy service
4a.Will it provide flexibility for changing and uncertain conditions?

2.4

2.1

2.7

2.6

3.1

2.9

1.8

2.4

2.7

2.8

3.3

3.1

4b.Will it lead to improvements in network planning for the integration of distributed
generation?

2.5

2.4

3.0

3.0

2.8

2.7

5a. Will it incentivise efficient generation, consumption, import, and export?
5b. Will it incentivise more effective local use of DER services?

2.0
2.1

2.3
2.2

2.3
2.3

2.6
2.2

3.0
3.1

2.6
2.6

5c. Will financial incentives, such as charges and payments, reflect the costs and
benefits?

1.8

2.1

2.1

2.6

3.1

2.5

6a. Will consumer benefits substantially outweigh the implementation costs?

2.0

2.1

3.1

2.5

1.9

2.1

6b. Will the implementation be relatively simple? If not, is the benefit materially higher
than other solutions this is being done instead of?

2.5

1.7

3.5

2.4

1.5

1.6

2.5

2.0

2.5

2.4

2.4

2.1

Flexible

Efficient

Implementable
Environmentally
Sustainable

1a. Will it improve consumer access to DER services

7. Will the option support the rapid decarbonisation of the energy system?

Best performing in each criteria
Second best performing in each criteria
Score less than 2 (Disagree and strongly disagree)
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5. WORKSHOP SESSION 3: IDENTIFY CONSIDERATIONS TO
IMPLEMENT ACCESS AND PRICING REFORMS
The last session of the day looked at what considerations the Working Group should have regard to in
implementing accesses and pricing reforms, including:





What measures, activities or reforms could be considered under existing rules
What rule changes would be needed to the National Energy Rules (NER)
What other supporting reforms to the rules, law or other instruments might be necessary
Whether reforms should include valuing and rewarding the benefits of DER to networks

Participants were able to choose which topic they wanted to participate in. The session ran for about 40
minutes and each facilitator reported back a summary of the discussion back to the main group.

5.1 Topic 1: Reforms to access and pricing that can be considered under
existing rules
This group was asked to consider what could be done under existing rules, laws or other instruments to
support investment and operation of distributed energy services that provide more equitable, sustainable and
efficient outcomes for all energy users.
This session was facilitated by Craig Memery, PIAC and Jon Sibley, ARENA
The discussion included matters directly related to access and pricing and other measures to achieve the same
objectives.
Access and pricing suggestions:
 Ongoing tariff reform is required.


Consider greater use of rules for ‘conduct control’ rather than prescription. Consider AER statement
of expectations (guidelines). Better engage Retailers.



Methodology for value of DER study (formerly value of customer exports study) as market benefit.
The Value of DER study should inform settings and export arrangements - it is not efficient to have
unconstrained exports, to strike the balance of the right amount of network augmentation
expenditure we need to know the value people place on exports.



Consider EV specific tariffs to drive industry focus/development. These should be linked to wholesale
and network prices.



Trials and studies – evidence of impacts
o Reforms are happening under current TSS, moving toward cost reflectivity in line with the
distribution pricing principles. Opt out is becoming more normal. See AER’s draft decisions on
South Australian (SA) and Queensland distributors that retailers should face cost reflective network
price signals for all smart meter customers. Pushing incentives on retailers. Device level pricing is
being incentivised.



Build alliances to support pricing reforms
o Better engagement is needed between retailers, networks and consumers. Catalyst could be SA
and Queensland draft AER TSS decisions.
o Consider further financial incentives for retailers to engage. Cost reflective network tariff passthrough and changes will need to be considered. Tipping points will occur in the future and retailers
will be more likely to engage as a result.
o There was also scepticism about retailers’ interest in engaging on tariff reform, and a view that not
all retailers should be forced into the discussion.
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o
o

Ensure that measures to support customers, such as opt-out provisions and energy concessions
reform, is considered in ongoing reform discussions.
Encourage more tariff trials.

Non-access and pricing suggestions:
 Networks have not had a lot of incentives to pursue DER. What could be done with guidance from
regulator that doesn’t require rule change? What can be done with progressive networks? These should
be considered as non-network incentives. For example, current lower weighted average cost of capital
(WACC) may better incentivise for network service providers (NSPs) to pursue DER due to less incentive
to overinvest in network infrastructure.


Metering is key to tariff reform, and the smart meter roll-out could be accelerated, with suggested
options including:
o Forced retirement of ‘dumb’ meters via AEMO metrology requirements
o Mandate smart meters in all premises
o Consider supply management of meter stock
o Consider the Victorian and Western Australian experiences
o Implement rate-based funding for smart meters
o Differing views on smart meter applicability



Improvements to regulatory investment tests for distribution (RIT-D) and related measures through
AER guidance should be considered, including:
o How to build in non-network, capex and opex trade-offs for efficient outcomes. For example,
opening it up to non-networks solutions provide for a virtual regulated asset base (RAB), or AER
revising guidelines to rebalance opex and capex
o Revisit the RIT-D thresholds, for example to consider multiple aggregated small projects
o Expand market benefits to include carbon benefits under current rules



Considering improvements to demand management incentive scheme (DMIS)/ demand management
incentive allowance (DMIA), for example allow networks to invest in preventative demand
management (pre RIT).



Consumer education plus complementary/transition measures are needed.



Data access rights/consumer data right- accelerate and expand his reform.



Locational pricing: Consider the engagement networks do through tariff structure statements (TSS).
Some things are a question of efficiency & consumer preference (e.g. nodal vs postcode pricing - people
think it is important to preserve in interest of fairness). Community preference is equity over efficiency
with respect to locational pricing.



Change / realign energy concessions and how they link to tariffs.



Provide funding for DER for vulnerable households.



Review AEMO’s generation registration exemption (5MW) to improve visibility of smaller generators
in the market.

5.2 Topic 2: Reforms requiring rule change NER access and pricing
This group was asked to consider what reforms to the rules, law or other instruments might be necessary to
reform access and pricing, such as consumer access arrangements for network hosting capacity services and
export charges and deep connection arrangements.
This session was facilitated by Anthony Bell, AEMC and Craig Chambers, ARENA.
Below is a summary of the notes from this session:
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There was limited support for universal access rights (CEPA option 1) due to concerns that this could
lead to significant additional costs.



Firm access options (CEPA option 2) were seen as too complicated (especially compensation
payments) and could lead to inequitable outcomes.



There was strong support to maintain the current ‘open access regime’ and extend the incentivebased regulatory framework to network hosting capacity services (CEPA option 3a). This option was
seen as an incremental improvement to the current regulatory framework and would not require
major changes to the National Electricity Rules (the Rules).



Some questioned the feasibility of a new incentive scheme for exports – it may be challenging to
define and measure hosting capacity services and any compensation.



Others considered a ‘service target performance incentive scheme (STPIS) equivalent scheme’ should
be able to be replicated for exports, but further investigation may be required.



An alternative approach suggested is to benchmark networks’ performance of maximising export
capacity available to create strong reputational incentives.



The CEPA report recommendation to extend the RIT-D wider markets benefits principles to all
network planning decisions was highlighted as a positive step. It was noted that this may require a
Rule change.



Questions arose as to whether there would be any impacts on planning standards and state
requirements.



Most said DER customers should pay for the costs caused by their use of the network and that cost
reflective price signals would encourage more efficient use of the network (CEPA option 3b)



It was acknowledged that enabling export charges would require amendments to the Rules, including
to National Energy Rules (NER) cl. 6.1.4 (which prohibits export charges), and the pricing and cost
allocation principles.



To successfully implement these reforms, it was highlighted that significant consumer/customer
consultation and consideration of how to communicate more complex price signals would be
required.



It was suggested that retailers could best manage this complexity by basing networks charge on the
total load profile of all the retailer’s customers - with loads aggregated up to a feeder, transformer or
local distribution network level, and cost reflective charges applied to that aggregated load (CEPA
option 5).



Another pricing option discussed was adoption of an ‘internet-based model’ comprising download
and upload charges, which most households are already very familiar with.

5.3 Topic 3: Reforms requiring rule change - supporting reforms
This group was asked to consider what other supporting reforms to the rules, law or other instruments might
be necessary, such as planning, services classification, performance obligations, and incentives schemes.
This session was facilitated by Scott Sandles, AER and Jordan Welsh, ARENA.
Below is a summary of the notes from this session:


The group discussed the need for new rules to define the roles, relationships and ring fencing
between customers, retailers, generators, networks and other participants within new arrangements.
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Questions arose as to how potential future distribution-level marketplaces and mechanisms may
complement the suite of Access and Pricing reforms and vice versa.



It was suggested that DNSP revenue regulations are reformed with respect to performance incentives.
One incentive mechanism to improve accountability of network planning could be an outcomes based
funding model for network planning requirements in relation to DER integration.



The concept of the future grid needs to be communicated in a simpler and more engaging way to a
mass audience. We should draw lessons from similar campaigns to mass audiences, such as water
restrictions campaigns. However, the group was unclear who was best placed to lead these
communications.



The group discussed that a method for valuing customer export/services, and a breakdown of the
benefits to networks and customers, would complement the outcomes of Access and Pricing reforms.



Additional rule changes will be required to support a two-way market.



Incentives around connection times might become necessary if distributors are required to provide
financially firm access (to avoid distributors delaying connections for users until network capacity is
available).



The group discussed the need for rules around the data needs, access rights and sharing
arrangements of DER data between the relevant stakeholders.



The groups suggested consideration should be given to whether ombudsman schemes need changing
in response to the new access/pricing options that might develop.



The group discussed that contestability of network services is necessary to ensure a more effective
and dynamic outcome from the Access and Pricing reforms.



A two-way pricing model might require changes to how distribution services are classified and
defined.



The group discussed that feed-in-tariffs should be reformed to consider additional values (e.g. more
than energy).

Topic 4: Reforms to reward benefits

5.4

This group was asked to identify and evaluate design elements and reforms to ensure the benefits as well as
the costs of DER exports are properly recognised.
The session was facilitated by Mark Byrne, TEC and Kellie Caught, ACOSS.
A handout was provided to those who attended topic 4 session. The handout included 5 questions for
discussion, including consideration of draft rule change options (see appendix E). Due to time constraints the
group didn’t have the opportunity to discuss the draft proposal in the handout. However, the session was still
very valuable in providing feedback and guidance.
Q1. Should networks offer rewards for DER services to the distribution network?
There was overwhelming support for networks to offer





Reduce costs to the system
Help manage network issues when needed
Add benefits to the broader system
Helps decarbonise faster though incentivising DER uptake

However, need to:
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Be clear what are the services DER provides to networks broader system
Ensure that costs and benefits are “material or “additional” costs and benefits

Q2. Should a quid pro quo (costs + benefits) be a fundamental design consideration for the reform package?






It’s fair
It makes it easier to sell network pricing reforms if you are pricing costs and benefits of DER to
networks (or broader system):
o Helps sell reforms to DER owners
o Helps overcome potential political opposition
It was noted that if you are figuring out the costs of DER to the system it should be relatively easy at
that point to figure out the benefits
As per above need to be clear what the DERs services are and ensure they are material/additional

Q3. Should networks and DER providers be offered the choice of opting in to this reform?
Networks




In-principle there was strong support for networks being required to reward customers where DER
provides benefits, noting need to be clear what the DERs services are and ensure they are
material/additional
It was pointed out that as the energy market moves to a two-sided market that networks would have
to opt in

DER providers





Shouldn’t be a requirement for DER providers to participate in an incentive mechanism to reward DER
benefits. Although it was suggested that there may be some elements that are opt in and some are
op-out
If customers want to access the benefit they also need to bear the costs
Needs to be simple for customers to participate

6. NEXT STEPS
The DEIP A&P Working Group will use feedback from the workshop, the CEPA report and engagement with
the DEIP Access and Pricing Reference Group to develop a proposal for a DER access and pricing reform. The
recommendations report will propose a pathway to achieve reform in the short, medium and long-term.
Current rule change proponents - TEC and ACOSS - will also use the feedback from the workshop, the CEPA
report and engagement with the DEIP Access and Pricing Reference Group to develop a rule change request.
We will also explore how we can continue to engage the broader stakeholder group in our reform work.
Everyone who has participated in the DEIP Access and Pricing reform process to date (approximately 116
people) will:





Receive a copy of the March workshop report in April 2020
A copy of the final Consultants (CEPA) Access and Pricing Reform Options report in April 2020
A copy of the DER access and pricing reform recommendations report in May 2020
A copy of the rule change request in June 2020
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APPENDIX B – EVALUATION MATRIX FOR CEPA DRAFT OPTIONS
In your own time throughout the day, please rate the CEPA options against the provided evaluation criteria on a scale of 1 to 4, where 1 is strongly disagree and 4 is
strongly agree. If a new option has come up during the day that you’d like to rate, please feel free to add in the space provided. Please leave on the registration desk at
the end of the day.
Criteria
CEPA Options
1. Support consumer
access & choice

1.Export
access
standard with
DUoS charges

2.Option to
purchase
firm export
capacity

1a. Will it improve consumer access to DER services
1b. Will it support consumer choice with regards to
consumption and export decisions
2a. Will it allocate risks and associated costs more equitably?

2. Fair and equitable

3. Reflects benefits as
well as costs
4. Flexible

2b. Will risk be borne by those best placed to manage it?
2c. Will export capacity be allocated on a more fair/ equitable
basis for consumers?
3. Will it recognise the benefits to networks as well as the
costs of the two-way flow of distributed energy service
4a.Will it provide flexibility for changing and uncertain
conditions?
4b.Will it lead to improvements in network planning for the
integration of distributed generation?
5a. Will it incentivise efficient generation, consumption,
import, and export?

5. Efficient

6. Implementable

7. Environmentally
Sustainable

5b. Will it incentivise more effective local use of DER
services?
5c. Will financial incentives, such as charges and payments,
reflect the costs and benefits?
6a. Will consumer benefits substantially outweigh the
implementation costs?
6b. Will the implementation be relatively simple? If not, is the
benefit materially higher than other solutions this is being
done instead of?
7. Will the option support the rapid decarbonisation of the
energy system?
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3.Enhanced
DNSPs’
incentives

3b.Enhanced
DNSPs’
incentives +
DUoS charges

4.Full twoway
pricing

5.Aggregate
retailer
pricing

APPENDIX C – DER Access and Pricing Problem, Objectives, Principles and Evaluation criteria
PROBLEM DEFINITION
Current pricing and access arrangements do not support
investment and operation of distributed energy services for
equitable and efficient outcomes for all energy users

Network technical issues:
• Particularly voltage fluctuations;
• Thermal constraints;
• Lack of DER visibility; and
Constraints to network pricing and pricing arrangements:
• Lack of efficient temporal and locational price signals (for import,
export, consumption and generation);
• Barriers to implementing true cost-reflective tariffs such as
resistance by some consumer advocates, governments and energy
companies to pricing reform and lack of agreement on how cost
reflective pricing can be implemented;
• Lack of incentives or requirement to pay for benefits to the
grid/system;
• Metering, settlement and billing based on import and export, not
consumption and generation; and
Constraints to network access and access arrangements:
• No firm access, where export can be prevented at any time;
• No access rights or agreement on how much can be exported and
can be arbitrarily limited; and
Growth in types and uptake of DER services; is
Leading to negative outcomes for energy users including:
• DER services being over or undervalued at different times and
places;
• DER services facing increasingly network constraints, resulting in loss
of value for DER owner, creating inequity for new entrants who may
face greater constraints and loss of value for all energy users;
• Further curtailment may limit DER emission reduction potential, and
• Network cost recovery creating inequity where non-DER households
pay may of network cost recovery, disproportionately affecting
people on low incomes.
Where DER services are defined as: Distributed generation and
storage, solar pv, batteries, electric vehicles; Flexible load such as
air conditioners, pool pumps, electric vehicles; Smart inverters.
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VISION: pricing and access arrangements support investment and operation of distributed energy services that provide
more equitable, sustainable and efficient outcomes for all energy users.
PRINCIPLES
Energy is an essential service and everyone has the right to access clean,
affordable, dependable energy
1. Put people at the centre
• Benefit all energy users
• Support access to DER
• Deliver DER services that energy users want at a price they are
willing to pay
• Enable investment in a wide range of energy service models to
meet the diverse and changing needs of people, businesses and
communities
2. Think long term and be flexible
• Is flexible and responsive to support the innovation and growth in
DER products and services
• Is clear and transparent
3. Be just and fair
• Fair distribution of costs and benefits
• DER owners pay to use the system and is rewarded for the
benefits to the system
• Equitable access to shared network resources
• Risks sit with those best placed to manage them
• Aim to reduce inequality between cohorts
• Future energy users should not be left with unreasonable costs
• The costs and benefits of DER services should be made clear, so
that policy makers and end users can respond appropriately.
4. Ensure it works
• Lead to efficient network investment in short, medium and longterm
• Incentivise uptake of DER products and services where it helps
reduce costs to the energy system
• Support the secure operation of the grid with regard to frequency,
voltage, and thermal constraints.
• Support system reliability with regard to generation sufficiency
and network outages.
• Incentivise DER products and services where it helps to improve
the resilience of homes and businesses in response to severe
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weather events and cyberattacks.
• Support and complements the uptake of energy efficiency and

OBJECTIVES
Identify a suite of DER access and pricing
solutions that could be implemented
under existing rules or with new rules
that:
• Support access to energy as an
essential services
• Meet the needs of and optimise the
outcomes for all energy users
• Reflect the systems costs and
benefits of the two-way flow of
distributed energy services
• Deliver equitable distribution of costs
and benefits
• Incentivise more efficient network
and DER investment and operations
• Are responsive and flexible to new
distributed energy products and
services
• Support the transition to zero
emissions
• Are developed with energy users and
seeks to be accepted by all
EVALUATION CRITERIA
1. Support consumer access and
choice
2. Fair and equitable
3. Reflects costs and benefits
4. Flexible
5. Efficient signals
6. Implementable
7. Environmentally sustainable

APPENDIX D – CEPA Options 1, 2, 3a and 3b, 4 and 5






Customers are entitled to a standard level of export capacity through their connection agreement.
The standard creates (partially) financially firm access rights.
Customers can negotiate access rights above the standard. However there may not be additional compensation if
the ‘extra’ capacity is constrained off.
Pricing set based on cost reflective principles. This could be at a postage stamp, or granular locational level.

Advantages & disadvantages

Flexible Features

Design Elements & Key features

Outcome

CEPA Option 1 - Universal Firm Access

Advantages
• All customers will have a (financially) guaranteed ability to
export. This will provide confidence to invest in embedded
generation.
• The standard provides a clear network planning objective
that DNSPs will be required to meet.
• The introduction of export pricing means that network
costs incurred because of exports are no longer completely
recovered through import charges.
• Depending on implementation, equity issues associated
with ‘first come first served’ may also be addressed.
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Disadvantages
• The standard may not be set in such a way that it
maximises consumer net benefits. The requirement to
meet a standard may mean that DNSPs ‘build-out’ their
networks with the costs exceeding the benefits to the
consumer. There is no guarantee that even if export
charges are set appropriately this is avoided.
• If exporters stop exporting (i.e., simply cease exporting, or
cancel their micro-generation connection contracts) costs
already incurred will be recovered from consumers.
• Export access and pricing are treated differently at the
distribution and transmission level.
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Customers have the option to purchase firm access rights.
If there is spare capacity, customers can buy access rights at low or zero cost on a first come first serve basis.
If there is no spare capacity, customers can obtain the desired level of access rights:
o
immediately, by paying a deep connection charge; or,
o
in the future, by registering interest in purchasing firm access and paying a share of augmentation costs when
these occur.

Design Elements & Key features

Outcome

CEPA Option 2 - Optional Firm Access

Advantages & disadvantages

Flexible Features

Compensation payments
This option does not include export DUoS charges. Compensation payments to customers with firm access rights will have to be
recovered from either:

those customers that do not have firm access but were able to export at the expense of those with firm access;

consumers, through higher consumption DUoS charges; or

a wholesale market mechanism.

Tradeable rights
Could DNSPs practically identify parts of a network in order to group customers behind a common constraint and allow tradeable
access rights?
This would allow current capacity to be better allocated to those willing to pay.

Advantages
• There is a clear mechanism for customers to request that DNSPs
expand export capacity.
• Customers have the option to pay to export as much as they want.
• After purchasing capacity, this is firm going forward so customers
can rely on it.
• The customer does not pay for the whole augmentation cost (but
has the option to).
• Current capacity could be allocated to those willing to pay via
tradable rights.
• The option can facilitate the development of markets for services
to the DNSP and to the wholesale market by creating greater
locational constraint and value of inputs information and providing
more certainty for exporters (who are willing to pay).
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Disadvantages
• Customer will not receive firm rights until a sufficient number of
customers are willing to pay for reinforcement.
• Potential free-rider problem. If the expansion of capacity leads to
more headroom than the requesting customers’ demand, others
can use it without paying for it.
• If there is a system net benefit from reinforcement, exporters
will wait for the DNSP to augment the network.
• Export access is treated differently at the distribution and
transmission level.
• Significant difficulties and costs for DNSPs to:
o
Estimate the cost of augmentation in certain areas.
o
Maintain a register of interest.
o
Limit the physical export of those without firm access rights.
o
Determine and collect compensation payments.
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Similar to the status quo, customers do not pay an ongoing charge to export and their access rights are
not firm.
Compared to the status quo, DNSPs have stronger obligations to increase hosting capacity when this is
net beneficial to the system.

Advantages & disadvantages

Design Elements & Key features

Outcome

CEPA Option 3a - Open Access with enhanced incentives

Disadvantages

Advantages
• Close to the status quo and relatively easy to implement.
• If the net benefit criterion and DNSPs’ incentives are
designed correctly, customers will benefit from network
planning decisions, including through additional export
capacity.
• Consistent with arrangements on the transmission network
(open access).
• Depending on implementation, equity issues associated
with ‘first come first served’ may also be addressed.
• This option does not prevent policy makers from setting
how social/ environmental impacts should be considered in
DNSPs planning.

• Customers bear the risk that the incentive arrangements
may be set incorrectly.
• The option does not create firm access rights, which
means there is no improvements for exporters in terms
of certainty around their ability to export.
• The option does not facilitate the allocation of network
costs to exporters.

Advantages &
disadvantages

Design
Element

Option 3b. (3a + DUoS charges)

Exporters face DUoS charges

 Customers pay a DUoS charge but only if they actually export
 DNSPs have stronger obligations and incentives to increase hosting
capacity

Advantages
• The introduction of export DUOS charges should
facilitate the allocation of costs to exporters.
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Disadvantages
• Difficult to price exports on a truly cost-reflective basis.
Residual costs will likely to continue to be spread across all
customers.
• Export DUoS charges are not consistent with arrangements
for generators connected to the transmission network.
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Advantages & disadvantages

Design Elements & Key features

CEPA Option 4 – Full two-way pricing

Access
• Connection agreements set out the
maximum capacity provided for both
export and import.
• Demand and export access are
controlled through dynamic SRMC
pricing.

Advantages
• The DNSP is able to send a single price
signal to help it manage short term capacity
constraints.
• Dynamic pricing on a short-run basis allows
customers’ retailers/ aggregators to more
actively send price signals to users.
• Retailers/ aggregators would determine
efficient costs based on the energy and
network constraint signals.
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Pricing
 Shallow connection charges.
 Location-specific agreed or actual capacity
charges.
 Fixed daily rate to cover fixed costs.
• Agreed capacity charges would have a
high excess charge to ensure
customers remain at their agreed
capacity levels.
• Actual capacity charges would be set
to target available capacity levels.

Disadvantages
• Dynamic pricing could vary significantly and
therefore it may not send strong investment signals.
• The volatile prices may be passed on to consumers.
• Consumers will be reliant on retailers and
aggregators actively managing their consumption
and export due to the potential variability in prices.
• The SRMC may not be accurate given the difficulties
the DNSP may have in pricing the alleviation of
constraints at the nodal level.
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Design Elements & Key features

CEPA Option 5 – Aggregate retailer pricing

Access
• The DNSP determines available export and
import capacity at parts of the network
behind constraints.
• The DNSP provides aggregate information
to retailers/ aggregators on the demand
and export capacity agreed with customers.
• The retailer/ aggregator determines how
best to allocate this access.

Advantages & disadvantages

Advantages

• Access rights can be shared across customers in
order to optimise (more efficient) use of the
network to lower customers’ costs.
• More complex network charging arrangements
could be used.

Pricing
• The connectee pays a shallow
connection charge.
• DNSPs can determine the most efficient
charges pass through to the retailers.
DNSPs would not need to worry about
making them simple enough for end
users to understand.
• DNSP can determine the best pricing
structure to send cost of usage signals to
aggregators/ retailers.

Disadvantages

• Shareable access rights may be difficult to
implement, i.e. a DNSP needs to know
dynamically if and how the access has been
shared.
• Retailers already have the ability to incentivise
customers to change their usage profiles.

Other advantages and disadvantages will depend on the access standard implemented with this option (e.g.
universal vs optional firm access).
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APPENDIX E – TRANSCRIPT OF FEDDBACK OF CEPA OPTIONS
FROM PLACEMATS
Option 1 – Universal Firm Access
What do you like?
















Universal right to export is fair (x2)
Standard good idea and is simple (x5)
Provides certainty for customers (x3)
Doable/Billing is simple
Easy to communicate in line with current expectations
Paying for additional access rights (if price is efficient) meets desired
objectives (i.e get what you pay for)
Maximise supply
Could include locational pricing based on cost of hosting capacity
Costs are shared
Provides incentives (x2)
Could be efficient (if costs benefits)
Would change DNSPS behaviour
Independent body setting the standard (x2)
Flexibility of options for DNSPs to trade off compensation/investment in their planning/could enable
DNSPS to better plan for investments.
Charging for exports

What don’t you like?


















Doesn’t meet “efficiency” text, network gets built but people don’t use it, this may drive overbuild (x5).
Customers pay for it.
How is the capacity limit determined?
Is it a very high capex solution?
While universal right to export is fair we are basing this on “antecedence”, export could be done more
rationally. Is universal standard needed (not everyone may want it).
Unsure of independent body should set standards (x2)/Too complex if standards are set by DSNPs
STPIS style incentive scheme doesn’t work with trend in DER
Choice of standard may become outdated with new technology developments.
How well it can be implemented:
o How does a retailer package this
o Payment of access rights hard to convey to customers
o To many moving parts – too complex for households
Relies on visibility on LV network to enforce financial compensation mechanism
Is it too blunt of a tool, too focused on costs of exporting, loses value of distributed self-generation? (x2)
Advantages solar users over non-solar users (x3)
Universal standards miss diversity and future evolution of how network might be used
Universal right conceals variability in network constraints/limited visibility (curtailment)
Fairness and equity across DNSP areas
Feed-in-tariffs being part of a pricing principles for network charges
Grandfathering problems
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Risk of customer exit
Risk of imbalance between important and export priorities
Lack of dynamism
Cost of determining standard high
How would the standard be set efficiently (data, visibility)?
Does this option depend on efficient NUOS (i.e. locational/temporal)?
How would the standard be set?
Query whether to differentiate customers size/nature (residential, C&I)
Export rights would not be tradeable this could impact on fungible development of a more mature DER
market.
Model may not be customer centric for all. Customers at the end of the line impacted by voltage may not
be the best placed to respond – therefore inefficient.
Model may not be holistic enough as does not treat consumption e.g. consider how to manage voltage –
issue of high load.
To what extent would it be universal could end up with lowest common denominator.

What’s Missing/additional design considerations that need to be considered?


















Role of the retailer/aggregator in how customers use the standards.
The limit many need to be dynamic
How is this allocated across different customer types/connection type/tariff
Who is funding the compensation necessary if standard is not met/Can imagine compensation based on
small claims compensation regime.
Incentives scheme vs standards or multiplier vs universal standards
Signals for solar seems clear, but incentives for storage and demand management unclear and may be
price dependent.
Need certainty in level of network standard for DNSPs to plan to meet the standards (remove the political
interference)
Meed to be technology neutral.
How would the independent body be funded?
Concerns about whether feed-in-tariffs is set by external to networks, and potential for costs of
connecting/export being higher than feed-in benefits
Standard setting needs to be carefully considered, including costs and benefits. Are import and export
standards different?
Consider role of “supply charge” as an access/capacity charge
What to do with customers who don’t want to change.
Consider mirroring of import and export
Assessment of different customer types and how they engage (for example what type of DER do different
customer groups want to provide) (x2)
Who funds compensation if standards are not met
Impacts of universal access if everyone access

Additional notes






Question re financial vs actual universal access.
Basic right, plus negotiated right to purchase capacity up to a specified limit.
Could standards be different in different locations/customer classes
Don’t see export as an essential services (x2)
If exporters are facing DUOS charges, then time of use tariffs are also critical
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Option 2 – Optional Firm Access
What do you like?
















More flexible that option 1
Limit cost to customers who want to take up
In theory more efficient:
o Registration of interest of firm access assists networks – avoids
gold plating
o Customers without rights can use existing capacity (efficient)
No export DUOS
Payment for access (cost reflective)/user pay (x3)
Reduces future risk (technology)
Customer involved in decision making
Balance for different customers
Tradeable rights good if can facilitate wholesale/network services
Grounded more in physical network reality and the cost of providing this.
Limits socialisation of costs
More consistent with what happens in transmission
Potential benefits for community scale DER, VPP i.e. provides more certainty
Options to register for spare capacity

What don’t you like?





















Query whether register of interest is economically efficient:
o Risk of some vetoing
o Risk of some choosing to go off grid and may exacerbate existing issues b/c of cost impediment
Equity for those that come later – this model favours first come first served (x6) or who can afford deeper
connection (x2)
More complex for customers (x3)/Customer protection risks
Can’t see small customers paying up front for connection/possibly large costs for some customers
Requires customers to know their needs upfront but customers’ needs may change.
Is this solution well aligned to the physical solution?
o unpack causes of voltage
o May only look at capacity
o Does not seem to manage distribution network – goes more too individual assets.
Networks may not be modelling individual voltage impacts to inform a solution. Would also need to
understand impact of others in the location
Tradeable rights
Can networks manage limited access rights
Metering technology would be necessary in order to identify” which customers had firm and non-firm
costs – this is costly
Planning sits with customers, could potentially limit DER – limit ability to transition rapidly
Small scale solar can’t compete in wholesale market
If purchasing rights through a connection agreement process, can be bureaucratic and not dynamic.
What happens if people move/no longer want their rights
Difficult to fund compensation payments in practice (x2)
Paying to access market, what other sector does this happen in?
Tried and failed in transmission (x2)
Seems harder for networks to plan for (x2)
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Who is accountable for whole of network optimisation?
Exporters should pay full costs (not socialised among consumers)

What’s Missing/additional design considerations that need to be considered?















May need to unpack network obligations vis-a-vis LV stealthy state and compliance
Look at developments in water vis-a-vis development of servicing plans and tradable rights
Enable DER users to be compensated for alleviating network issues
Need to think of time of use pricing as well (x2)
Entitlement regime
Should there be a cap on how much people can purchase (e.g. up to their requirement)?
More detail on trading of access:
o Governance
o Temporal duration of rights/duration of access and transferability (x3)
o Use of the right by retailer/aggregator, an customer assign
o Need a market to trade
DNSP role – why are they doing the leg work on constrains/costs, could this be an independent body
Need to define baseline, what do you get without access rights?
Protecting a minimum right
Implications of AS4777 - voltage variability - measurability
Pair options 1 and 2
How does this charge appear on the bill - Upfront or ongoing? Wold customers have the right to choose?

Additional notes
Should consider telco models (applies to all options)

Option 3a & 3b– Open Access with enhanced Incentives (3b
+ DUOS Charges)
What do you like?













Status Quo (no regrets option) but can be transitional step (x2)
Clear and simple obligations and incentives for networks (x5).
o Choses a ‘missing’ countervailing incentive in the regime
o Based on same principles as other elements of the incentive
regime
Exporters face
DUoS charges
o Easy for AER
o Should be able to achieve an optimal level of investment system wide
Lower cost/appropriate
Risk based approach to planning
Enables more balanced assessment for increasing export and capacity (including broader market benefits)
Query how network performance would be assessed (consumer metrics and inputs) vis-a-vis incentives
This could allow more innovation
(3b) provides price signal to encourage efficient investment
(3b) equity for all customers (x4):
o But depends on how it is set
 Locational?
 Can it look at benefits to the system?
 Do need to pay in no constrained part of network or should everyone pay?
(3b) replace “increase export capacity” with “optimise export capacity”
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What don’t you like?



















Dislike export tariffs, doesn’t match customer expectations
Individual customers may have low level of access
Doesn’t capture all benefits
Stakeholders may not see this as sufficient
Information asymmetry for incentives
Customer input limited: RIT-D may not be appropriate value export capacity (DNSP still makes decisions)
Obligation to assess net benefit: do DNSPs have ability/visibility of information to control this?
How to practically design incentives mechanisms:
o how do you calibrate to avoid over investment?
o What is appropriate baseline – total worked capacity, customers etc.
o Appropriate to set incentives if utilisation depends on things out of DNSPs control
o May not need a financial incentive?
Equity, how are costs returned?
Issue of grandfathering will be “politically challenging”
Transitioning people to demand tariff when they made investment decisions
Charging customers without guaranteeing export access
Potential inconsistency between transmission and distribution networks.
Query whether the DER opportunities are fully understood/appreciated
Could be complicated
Export DUOS could be too granular too soon without full two-way pricing.
Option A does not address cost allocation re problem statement re who is paying for network.

What’s Missing/additional design considerations that need to be considered?















Need different (lower) threshold after RIT-D ($5m too high) or don’t use RIT-D
Need transparent process to set incentive target, Shouldn’t be based on historical actuals (like STPIS),
need to factor in trend.
Why is inconsistency between transmission and distribution arrangements a disadvantage? Is the risk of
future market distortion an actual or material issue?
Incentives needs to be carefully defined, with common method for various exports.
Determining value of customer exports (including carbon)
Export charges need to be cost reflective
Consider future where Retailers do not pass through DUOS
Retailer dimensions: if DNSP has incentives to maximise utilisation
Who pays for the incentive?
Connection charges could be a part of option 3b. Wouldn’t meet full network augmentation but some
costs to accommodate more DER
Equity issues would be dealt with by time of use or demand rather than volumetric tariffs (lifts fix costs for
solar owners)
Consider whether to exclude DUOS until two-way pricing?
Tie level of access to price
Differential fixed charges
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Option 4 – Full two-way pricing
What do you like?



















Trials may demonstrate how to manage complexity
Has potential to address cost and value in most balanced way (if can address
complexity)
Does address how to reward DER benefits they provide
Better reflects the nature of how the network is used (i.e used for two way flow)
Cost reflective
Its radical
Can provide flexibility – incrementally introduce export charging
Has a methodology for rewarding DER services this is done on an individual or
localised basis rather than quantified across the network
Inherently more efficient if price signals set the rules, incentives correctly
Benefit to sending the retailer/aggregator the “correct’ signals so they can manage on behalf of
customers
Volatility aimed at retailers
Consumer may not see volatility
Bilateral/operating envelop
Encourages co-ord/participation
Deal with future EV and storage risk
Possible simple DUOs – standing, import, export (x time)
Facilitates peer to peer trading
Can incentivise batteries and more innovative retail business model and products

What don’t you like?





















Consumers may struggle with complexity (x4)
Complex contracts/insurance
Volatile prices lead to higher prices
Low customer ability to respond to short-term price changes
Still focused on costs and not enough on benefits of DER
Not entirely clear how model fits into access framework
Good elements of this model could be more coherent in a market model approach (e.g. DMO)
Complexity in setting cost reflective dynamic prices
Benefits not clear, introduces complexity without gain
Expensive to implement by DNSPs
Politically unfeasible as locational subsidies baked in
Would lead to disengagement by customers e.g. couldn’t quantify payback period
Could potentially smash vulnerable customers (this depends on how retailers package it up
Consider how fluctuations in wholesale pricing is addressed.
If aggregator/retailer managing, issues with customers trusting these entities. Problem lies with
customers going through intermediary.
Concern that networks don’t have the data/visibility to implement. Obtaining this has a cost.
Concern re engaged v unengaged customers: increases the gap. Not everyone can respond to price signals
Equity and safety nets required
Competition concern is DNSP providing the data/price signal (DSNP may procure own inputs rather than
buying from battery)
This model is more complex than it needs to be
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What’s missing/additional design considerations that need to be considered?















What’s the interface between the retailer, network and customer under this options?
Will retailer be required to pass on price signal?
Is two way pricing necessary?
Grandfathering/opt-in/opt-out
Retailer pass through (+risks if not)
More relationship of DER to system (not only current market players)
Need to consider more implications for retail role and network role vis-a-vis customer centric design
How to manage legacy models while we design/implement new world (i.e. transition)
Transition path to this option – how to head in this direction with safeguards.
You would want elements of option 3 in this
Framework for wholesale pricing is missing (DSO, DMO trials may address this)
Is it right to equally price import and export, there has to be differential costs
Implementation: timing in relation to who has the right metering. Would creating a market incentivise
increasing metering technology?
Min level of access that isn’t SiT market. Trading Headroom? Need to start within minimum service, then
this could be over the top, could be an add on to other options

Additional notes
DUOS= standing charge, export between 1-3kva, import between 5-8kva

Option 5 – Aggregate retail pricing
What do you like?

















It could work
Simpler for customers (x2)
Predictable
Could be overlayed over other options
Benefits to recognising retailer role
Networks can still work with retailers to determine charges
Benefit of a portfolio effect
Gold standard – similar to ENA open networks approach
Optimisation occurs through retailer or aggregator (eg. GreenSync)
Could make transition easier to cost reflective pricing (x2) as clear target
audience is retailer (increase government and community support)
Leap frog current tariff impasse
Sends more efficient price signals
Aggregation of interests allows for greater consumer power
Aggregates can value stack
Improve competition for retail pricing
Two-way concept - consumption

What don’t you like?




Less transparent for customers
Cost recovery less transparent e.g. retailers could smear outside of distribution areas
Potential for cherry picking consumer (x3)
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Networks need to be able to produce price signals
Complex tech heavy approach (advantage and disadvantage)
Implementation difficult (x2)
Lack of visibility in how to access is shared. Is it being shared equitably?
Cost of capacity trading maybe greater than value
Contestability is an issue
May entrench problematic retailer behaviours/trust (x2)
Not clear if retailer adds value
Are retailers best placed to allocate access in the way that most benefits consumers
o Depends on strength of retail completion and customer engagement
o may not work so well for smaller retailers because they can’t aggregate (x3)
o May act to maximise their own benefit
o Trust (DMO demonstrates this is problematic, will this just be DMO for DER)

What’s Missing/additional design considerations that need to be considered?














Include tradeable rights, this would help smaller retailers
Grandfathering, opt in/out
How will it work with legacy accumulation meters?
What are the effects on competition? (x2) Can create competitive moat.
Puts role of managing customer impact on the retailer, may require changes to customer protection
frame in retail law/rules
Need for retailer compliance + enforcements/protections around a simplified price (e.g. reference
prices/DMO)
DMO impacts
Consider staging
This pricing option is not stand-alone, need to consider with different access/how is access allocated?
Modelling on aggregate vs more NIMI treatment of DER
Consider combining with options 3: how is the DNSP incentivised to plan for DER
Who pays/bears risk
Query how would interact with cost reflective network tariff reforms.
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APPENDIX F - Topic 4. Reforms to also reward benefits handout
Topic 4. Reforms to also Reward Benefits (Facilitators: Mark Byrne and Kellie Caught)
Outcome: Identify and evaluate design elements that would incentivise rewards for DER services to the
distribution network.
1. Should networks offer rewards for DER services to the distribution network?
2. Should a quid pro quo (costs + benefits) be a fundamental design consideration for the reform package?
3. Should networks and DER providers be offered the choice of opting in to this reform?
4. Identify options to reward DER services.
5. What are the pros and cons of identified options (take into consideration the evaluation criteria)?
Below are two potential reform options we prepared earlier for consideration at item 4:
1. DER flexibility framework (DERFF)
1. Quid pro quo
DNSPs may charge DER owners for the additional costs they incur to provide energy export services, AS LONG
AS they also reward the providers of DER services* for the value to DNSPs of these services.
2. Choice
DNSPs may choose whether or not to adopt the DERFF. If they choose to adopt it, they should offer customers
with DER choices including the status quo** in regard to export access, pricing and incentives.
* what constitute DER services and whether we call them services, inputs, etc. can be figured out later,
although they would fall under the buckets of reduced augex, reduced repex and voltage control.
** ie non-firm access, static export limits and no export tariffs
2. DER Integration Strategy
DNSPs are required to submit a DER integration strategy as part of their distribution determination regulatory
proposal. The strategy should:


Explain the opportunities and challenges of integrating DER into their network



Set out the DNSP’s integrated approach of managing DER integration through the different elements of its
regulatory proposal:
o Connection policies (incl. export or import limits, static or dynamic)
o Pricing (TSS incl. controlled load and ancillary network services)
o Expenditure (incl. procurement of flexibility services from DER providers, network visibility
expenditure, augmentation and voltage management expenditure)
Set out any future plans for the regulatory period for DER integration through DMIA projects, tariff trials,
or similar (ie the elements where no decision is made in the distribution).




Outline the degree with which connection, pricing and expenditure solutions are substitute or
complement options; the trade-offs between different options the DNSP considered; and why the DNSP
has proposed the particular approach it choose in its DER integration strategy.



Outline how the DNSP has consulted with stakeholders on the strategy and incorporated feedback into
the strategy.

The AER is required is assess the DNSP’s proposed strategy, and incorporate that assessment into its
assessment of the individual elements of the regulatory proposal (connections, pricing, expenditure).
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